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ESG is an independent not-for-profit voluntary organisation

that promotes environmental and social justice through

research, documentation, advocacy, training and campaign

support. Our constant goal is to promote fundamental rights

of local communities and voiceless ecosystems in a

responsible and progressive manner, sensitive to contextual

complexities.

Openly structured in its functioning, ESG has encouraged

hundreds of young people, researchers, administrators,

journalists and activists to sensitively engage with

environmental and social justice work in India and abroad.

ESG is a Registered Trust per the Indian Trusts Act, and in

recognition of its works, the Income Tax Department has

provided tax exemptions per Sec 80G and Sec  12A of the

Income Tax Act. ESG is eligible to receive foreign grants per the

Foreign Contribution Regulation Act.

Environment Support Group

1572, 'Sapthagiri” Ring Road, Banashankari 2nd stage,

Bangalore- 560070. INDIA.

Tel: 91-80-26713559-61

Email: esg@esgindia.org/bhargavi@esgindia.org

URL:www.esgindia.org

Online Donation: http://www.givengain.com/cgi-bin/giga.cgi?c=2408

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=93728320253

ESG's educational

approach exposes

participants to

engage critically,

sensitively and directly with environmental and social

justice issues. Many have found these learning

opportunities to be life transformative and very useful

in developing skills of interacting proactively and

progressively in an increasingly complex and dynamic

world.  Youth, in particular, find our programmes of

great assistance in engaging responsibly, proactively

and progressively with environmental and social justice

issues and concerns.  Similarly, people from voluntary

organizations,

government and

corporate

organisations, media

and campaign groups

find our programmes

highly informative,

deeply analytical and providing a strong base in actively

engaging with current problems while working to

prevent new ones.
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Our areas of expertise

Environmental Law and Policy

Social Justice and Governance Initiatives

Urban and Regional Planning

Advocacy, Lobbying and Networking

Environmental and Public Health

Democratising Natural Resources Decisions

Reclaiming the Commons

Environmental Management

Empowering Depressed Communities

Community Outreach:

ESG has advanced the environmental and social justice concerns of local

communities, especially project affected communities, by organizing

several public interest workshops. Workshops have focused on very

specific issues or regional and sectoral concerns.  Almost always, these

workshops have had active involvement of elected representatives, key

government officials, judges, senior corporate officials, media

representatives and civil society organisations.

India Focused Research and Study Abroad

Programmes
Our approach to educational programmes for foreign students

is to engage with thematic concerns based on inter-

disciplinary, multicultural and comparative perspectives.We

facilitate students in appreciating and deeply immersing with

socio-cultural-environmental traditions, thus taking them

closer to understanding art, culture, politics, ecological

wisdoms and societal responses to contemporary

developments.We offer a wide variety of learning possibilities

based on case studies, experiential field visits, conversations

with eminent scholars, litterateurs, cultural exponents and film

makers and most critically culturally sensitive interactions with

local communities. In brief we help students understand and

critically engage with everything around them, learn from it

and thus make education a life transforming experience.

: University of Wisconsin (Madison,

USA), University of Washington (Seattle, USA), Loyola college

(Chicago, USA), Boston University (USA), University of

Minnesota (USA), International Honours Programme (USA),

Can Tho Univiersity (Vietnam), Bremen University (Germany),

Technical University Dresden (Germany), Cardiff University

(Wales, UK), etc.

Study Abroad Partners

Youth

workshops

ESG is constantly

involved in engaging

youth in a variety of environmental and social justice

issues through a variety of lectures, workshops and

learning programmes. Each programme is designed case

specifically and provides youth the opportunity to explore

major social, political, and environmental issues

experientially. Such exposures help students develop their

perspectives based on critical thinking and engagement

with their society.

Children's workshops

ESG regularly works with children in helping them connect

with nature. Thus enhancing their understanding of how

each of us can contribute in saving habitats around us and

work to protect our living planet from needless destruction.


